This article summarises the main arguments of a critical literature that radically questions the neoclassical economic theory of state-market relations and identifies the fundamental methodological weaknesses of this school of thought. As an alternative, it presents an interpretation of the methodology on which Original Institutionalism, the political economy movement launched by Thorstein Veblen, is based. The article proposes an understanding of the economy and markets as emerging institutions, reflecting a metaphysics of social systems that views the latter as complex, self-organised and interactive processes. The state-market relationship is analysed in light of this institutional interactivity. Highlighting the co-evolution of state and market, the article attributes a central role to industrial policy in economic development processes.
Introduction
From World War II to the 1970s, a type of capitalist economy prevailed in the West that was known as a mixed economy, an economy in which the state regulated markets fairly tightly, redistributed the income generated through taxation and social benefits, protected citizens from some risks and owned companies in some sectors of the economy.
State intervention in the functioning of markets was justified by the notion that markets do not, in practice, work exactly in accordance with the General Equilibrium Model (GEM) proposed in the 19 th century by Leon Walras, one of the founders of the neoclassical current.
Vilfredo Pareto, his disciple, developed Wal as s ideas through a particular approach to individual preferences: preferences determi e the i di idual s hoi es a d ulti ately his well-being; and the utility that an individual attributes to goods cannot be measured or compared with that of another, but merely ordered. Starting from these assumptions, he defined a principle which, in its strongest version, claims the following: The group of individuals increases its welfare in moving from a to b if at least one individual is better off in a d o i di idual is o se off A o ella, :
. Although this is a alue judge e t, the Pa eto p i iple was enshrined by economists as their effi ie o ept. Indeed, economists went even further and adopted a fo ulatio k o as the Pa eto optimum, i pli itl suggesti g that this i ol ed a desi a le so ial state: A so ial state a is Pareto * Article published in RCCS 95 (December 2011).
opti al if i o i g f o that state to any other state it is not possible to increase the elfa e of o e e e of so iet ithout o se i g the o ditio of at least o e othe (ibidem: 24) . Moreover, neoclassical theory ended up establishing a correspondence between the Pareto optimum and the equilibrium of a perfectly competitive market. This correspondence was expressed in two theorems which, applied to a market system, stated the following:
1. In an economic system with perfect competition and complete markets, a competitive equilibrium, if it exists, will be Pareto optimal.
2. If there are complete markets and certain conditions are met regarding individual utility fu tio s […] a d p odu tio fu tio s [...] , e e Pa eto-optimal state can be realised as the outcome of a competitive equilibrium through an appropriate redistribution of resources (initial endowments) among individuals. (ibidem: 72-3) Based on the first theorem, neoclassical theory supports public intervention whenever a kets fail to deli e a effi ie t allo atio of esou es. This is k o as a a ket failure. Within certain limits, the second theorem justifies public intervention in the redistribution of income to promote equity without compromising efficiency.
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With the rise of neoliberal thinking in the 1970s, it was to be expected that the Austrian school (Menger, Hayek), which was very critical of public intervention in markets, would replace the synthesis achieved by Paul Samuelson between his (revisionist) interpretation of the work of Keynes and neoclassical theory. But the fact is that the work of Hayek had always been relegated to the background in university economics departments. Chang gives a plausible explanation for this:
Given that the Austrian-libertarian tradition had been on the margin of intellectual respectability until the 1970s, the neo-li e als ould ot affo d to do ithout the s ie tifi respectability that neoclassical economics carried, in return for which the Austrian-libertarian tradition supplied the popular appeal that neoclassical economics could never dream of supplying itself (whoever died in the name of Pareto Optimality or General Equilibrium?). (2002: 541) Thus, instead of an academic revolution led by the Austrian school, there has been, since the 1970s, a reform of neoclassical theory designed to contain, or even revert, traditional
1 The la k of ealis i Pa eto s fi st theo e is o ious. I highlight o e of the eakest assu ptio s of this axiom: the existence of a system of complete markets, i.e., all economic activity is fully regulated through perfect markets. However, reality shows us that it is not like that, and that externalities, public goods, transaction costs and asymmetrical information are typical situations of real markets. As for the second theorem, it is important to emphasise that it is not possible to separate the resource allocation function from the income redistribution function. For a more detailed critique of these theorems, see Acocella (2000: ch. 5 Institutionalism, the form of institutionalism initiated by Thorstein Veblen (Hodgson, 2004) .
The present article is affiliated to this stream.
The first section highlights some of the critiques of neoclassical theory and identifies its fundamental methodological weaknesses. The second section briefly summarises the methodology underlying Original Institutionalism, while the third section develops an institutionalist understanding of the market and the state-market relation based on a metaphysics of process and emergent ontology. 3 The conclusion discusses one fundamental implication of this institutionalist approach, namely the central place that the state and 2 The existence of externalities -actions of an economic nature that generate (physical and/or economic) effects that affect other agents that do not receive compensation -is one of the most debated market failures. For a more detailed critique of externality theory, see Vatn and Bromley (1997) . 3 For p o ess etaph si s all ealit is ha ge. Fo the p o ess philosopher, process has priority over product -oth o tologi all a d episte i all 'es he , : . Mo eo e , the ost asi p o esses te d to be organized into open systems. With evolution they give rise to new systems, endowed with new properties, which include those of the lower level. Thus, all reality, including sociocultural reality, is organized into emergent levels, which are autonomous but necessarily interdependent. This is a process-based emergentist ontology (Campbell, 2009). industrial policy occupy in the development processes that have taken place in recent decades.
A Critique of the Foundations of Neoclassical Theory
Three decades after it was demonstrated that it was impossible to induce a unique stable equilibrium in a GEM distant from economic reality, the textbooks used for teaching economics, particularly public economics, have remained immune to the devastating critiques that have accumulated (Rizvi, 2006) . For example, Kirman (1989) shows that, instead of convergence to equilibrium, instability is part of the model, even when we admit that consumers have identical preferences. Ackerman describes the intellectual failure of the general equilibrium model in these terms:
The basic finding a out i sta ilit […] is that almost any continuous pattern of price movements can occur in a general equilibrium model. […] Not o l does ge e al e uili iu fail to be reliably stable; its dynamics can be as bad as you want them to be. (2004: 16) In fact, the critique of the foundations of neoclassical theory not only destroys the idea that a market system tends towards a state of unique stable equilibrium, it also goes further.
Using models of interaction between economic agents, and incorporating non-linearity into the equations, it arrived at results with properties identical to those of complex physical phenomena, such as the formation and bursting of speculative bubbles. 4 Thus, Ackerman concludes:
Theo eti al a al sis to date […] has sho that stability is simply not an endogenous athe ati al p ope t of a ket e o o ies u de all i itial o ditio s. […] If it is so diffi ult to demonstrate that stability is endogenous to a market economy, perhaps it is exogenous. (2004: 30) Therefore, instead of trying to explain the functioning of markets from the behaviour of individuals alone, in production or consumption, it makes sense to relate those behaviours to realities which influence or partly determine them, particularly forms of extra-price coordination and so-called institutions. As we shall see in the next section, this is not just about finding exogenous stability factors (outside the market) for the simple reason that such factors, existing through a necessary relationship with the activities of economic agents, are also part of the institution that is the market.
The integration of the connection between market agents, institutional norms, companies and other organizations into economic analysis constitutes a crucial demarcation line between neoclassical economics and other theoretical currents, such as the institutionalist political economy launched by Veblen. Within neoclassical economics, market analysis takes as reference a preference-focused individual, behaving according to a calculative rationality that aims to maximise the use of the goods and services that he consumes. The market is seen as the set of exchanges of a homogeneous product without the intervention of money.
On the contrary, institutional political economy assumes the sociocultural nature of the market, seeing it as an emergent reality, structured into different levels of organization and complexity.
5 For example, while neoclassical economics treats companies as functions of production, institutionalist political economy sees the company as an organization with properties that are not reducible to those of the individuals that constitute it, and as a central actor in the market. 6 According to this logic, the market is a complex social system, made up of relations between individuals, companies, institutional norms and culture. It is a sociocultural system that emerges through causal interactions between these different realities.
We should recall that introductory economics textbooks do not discuss the reality of markets beyond the well-known supply and demand graphs. Fo this easo , Hodgso s perplexity is well justified when he claims: No fe e tha th ee No el Lau eates ha e oted the paradoxical omission of discussion of markets institutions in economics literature (2008: 251).
Neoclassical theory also presents great weaknesses on the level of the individual. Since
Lionel Robbins, economists have assumed that economic behaviour translates into a rational choice of the means to achieve ends that are considered a given. Ultimately, this is a calculative instrumental rationality, applicable to any field where optimization is subject to limitations, whether these are resources, rules or othe s behaviours (Smith, 2008) . The fact 5 E e ge tis lai s that a hole is something o e tha the su of its pa ts , or has properties that cannot be understood in terms of the properties of the parts. Thus, emergentism rejects the idea that there is any fundamental level of ontology. It holds that the best understanding of complex systems must be sought at the level of the structure, behavior and laws of the whole system and that science may require a plurality of theories (different theories for different domains) to acquire the greatest predictive/explanatory power and the deepest u de sta di g. (Silberstein, 2002: 81) . 6 It is important to remember that the New Institutionalism is quite different from Original Institutionalism. The former was launched by Oliver Williamson (1975) with the purpose of filling gaps in neoclassical thought. For Williamson, institutions frame and foster individual behaviours but the interdependency between the two levels is ignored. For a critique of New Institutionalism, see Vira (1997) .
that rational choice can be easily formalized in mathematical terms was decisive for the academic respectability that it acquired, and this is probably one of the reasons why other disciplines imported it.
However, in the mid 20 th century, Herbert Simon (1959), going beyond the critiques of the theo izatio of e o o i age ts p efe e es, halle ged the a eo lassi al theo sees the human mind and rational behaviour. In particular, he stressed the great limitations of decision-making processes when alternatives are not fixed from the outset and have to be sought out, and also when it is a matter of predicting the consequences of each alternative.
"i o s poi t of ie , hile a epted so e u e ts of iti al thi ki g, has long ceased to be relevant given the advances in research into neurophysiology and psychology (Damásio, 1999; Bandura, 2001) . 7 In fact, human cognition, constructed through a sociability sustained by emotions, is far too complex for the critique of the foundations of neoclassical economic theory to concentrate on the computational limitations of the mind and the impossibility of accessing all relevant information.
The institutionalist political economy initiated with Veblen goes deeper. First of all, it recognises that human beings only become people through sociability, so that they themselves, and the sociocultural environment in which they live, have to be seen as interdependent and co-evolving. Moreover, it understands that individual decisions are never the result of a utilitarian, atomistic and isolated rationality. Inspired by the pragmatism of Charles S. Peirce, Original Institutionalism assumes that human rationality is revealed through action, through our way of being in the world (Kilpinen, 2003 albeit provisional, about means and ends (Rescher, 2004) .
The Methodology of Original Institutionalism
In order to understand the o ple it of the i di idual-so ial s ste e us, it is esse tial to go a k to Ve le s i stitutio alist politi al e o o y, a current that was very influential and perhaps even mainstream in the US academia in the interwar period. The central ideal of Ve le s i stitutio alis is aptly summarised in the following paragraph:
The growth and mutations of the institutional fabric are an outcome of the conduct of the individual members of the group, since it is out of the experience of the individuals, through the habituation of individuals that institutions arise; and it is in this same experience that these institutions act to direct and define the aims and the end of the conduct. (1994b: 243) The last sentence of this quotation shows that, for Veblen, institutions have autonomy and a causal power that influences the conduct of individuals. However, he also rejects any 8 As Mi o ki stated, i stitutio alist e o o i s as the offsp i g of a e ti el disti t philosophi al t aditio from that which gave rise to neoclassical economics. These two traditions have a profound conflict over their espe ti e i ages of a science , and therefore profou dl i o pati le i ages of e o o i a a d rationality (1987: 1002) . structural determinism when he asserts that i stitutio s arise out of the sociability of individuals. This is one of the rare references to the emergence of institutions in his work.
Veblen kept aloof from the philosophical debate of his time about the ontological relationship between different levels of reality (matter, life, person, society), and did not commit himself to a particular ontology of social reality.
9 Even so, it seems clear that he rejected both methodological individualism and methodological collectivism (Hodgson, 2004: ch. 8) . Despite the ambiguities of some of his formulations, Veblen viewed institutions as evolving sociocultural entities generated by an upward causality from the action of individuals; in the same process, institutions exert a downward causality on i di iduals ideas, preferences and behaviours.
Not having joined the debate on the ontology of social reality, Veblen attributed a vague, oad se se to the o ept of i stitutio , focusing his analysis primarily on structures of a cultural nature. 10 Despite his in-depth discussion of the business firm, he did not concern himself with markets. For an analysis of markets in which the systemic dimension of institutions is touched upon, we need to revisit the work of Karl Polanyi.
Karl Polanyi (1944) . Therefore, he criticised the founding fathers of political economy for ignoring society as an emergent reality endowed with its own causality. In this sense, Pola i s thought o a kets, the economy and society is not only institutionalist but also systemic.
More recently, the South Korean Ha-Joon Chang has shown the relevance of Original
Institutionalism in the analysis of development processes. In a recent work, he calls attention to the causal relations, both upwards and downwards, involved in the development of societies. Recognising that the culture of a non-industrialized society seems unfavourable to industrial development, Chang disputes the idea that a ultu al e olutio is necessary for development to occur:
Though culture and economic development influence each other, the causality is far stronger from the latter to the former; economic development to a large extent creates a culture that it needs. Changes in economic structure change the way people live and interact with one another, which, in turn, changes the way they understand the world and behave. (2007: 200-201) He accepts that institutional norms and culture shape individuals and influence their behaviours. But at the same time, he was able to observe how, in various countries, the effects produced by economic policies on the interactions between individuals within companies, trade unions, state organizations and on other subsystems of society led to changes in those organizations, in the norms of institutions and in culture. It is within this conceptual framework of multi-level interdependencies, of an emergentist ontology, that the next section explores the concept of the market and its relationship with the state.
State and Markets Co-evolve
Let us begin with a basic question: What are markets? According to the interpretation of Original Institutionalism presented in this article, markets are social systems organized for the provisioning of a society. They emerge from the interaction between people who, performing specific roles, form organizations, networks of relations and norms regulating various activities (Figure 1 ).
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Figure 1 -The market as complex self-organized system Source: Bateira (2010) To understand the nature of the market it is necessary to make an analytic distinction between individual interactions (the bottom) and the structures that emerge from them, namely organizations (business networks, firms, associations or regulatory bodies) and institutional norms (laws and regulations, informal rules, business culture). Individuals and market structures form a complex self-organized s ste i hole, i a o d, a i stitutio .
This was also the perspective of the social researchers who worked with Polanyi in his late years. According to one of them, all societies, viewed as self-maintaining social systems, have certain fundamental requirements hi h ust e et if the a e to o ti ue i ope atio .
[…] Fu the o e, all so ieties i fa t have structures of social relations through which this supply is maintained, and in any given case that structure (or structures) is its economy. (Hopkins, 1957: 287) At this point, it should be stressed that the institutions of every society differ in terms of their nature, complexity and functions, and this entails relations of inclusion. Thus, firms are (micro) institutions that operate in the markets, which are (meso) institutions, subsystems of the economy. The latter is the (macro) institution that ensures the provision of both market and non-market goods and services to society (Figure 2) .
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This systemic view clearly shows that the provisioning of a society also depends to a large extent on non-market production, both public and private (Williams, 2005) . We cannot insist too much on the fact that markets depend on the non-market economy, at least through the services that families provide to their members working in the market sub-system (Ortiz, 2002) . Thus, non-market activity in any economy cannot be seen as a vestige of the past or as a minor complement to modern markets. (2010) with the state, as well as with other markets, non-market production and the remaining institutions of society (Figure 3 ).
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Given that institutions are processes (flows) organized by causalities involving recursively interdependent structures and individuals, it makes no sense to speak of market equilibrium. 13 It is not possible to give a full explanation of my concept of the market within the limits of this text. I shall merely point out that it is a multi-level system that includes not only the process of appropriation that arises from the purchase and sale of goods and services, but also processes of production, distribution and consumption. On this point, see Bateira (2010: 163-174) . Source: Bateira (2010) This notion was imported from mechanical physics, and cannot obviously be applied to social reality. Even so, the relative stability of the organization of the different processes constituting a market can and should be emphasised. The effects of negative feedback (buffering) that exist in all societies contribute to this stability, particularly the inertia that cultural structures introduce into the life of individuals and organizations (Veblen, 1994a) .
Figure 3 -The market and its interdependencies
This interactive view of the nature and functioning of markets points to the inadequacy of the endogenous/exogenous dichotomy, an analytical tool much used in mainstream economic theory. One example that emphasises the advantage of the interactivist approach, in this case in analysing the integration of a national economy into the global economy, is given by Campbell:
I te atio al p essu es […] a e ediated al ead e isti g do esti p a ti es. Ne p a ti es originating outside a country are translated, layered or otherwise recombined with nationally spe ifi etat aditio s that ha e ee i he ited f o the past.
[…] internationalization is a simultaneous move to universalism (convergence) and particularism (divergence). (2007: 181-182) In this institutionalist view of society, the state occupies the place of meta-institution that regulates the social system. It holds the monopoly on the production of laws and the use of force, whose control and administration is disputed by various social groups, some of which are organized into political forces subject to electoral scrutiny.
In treating the state as a meta-institution, I assume that it emerges from the interaction amongst individuals and diverse organizations (parliament, ministries, courts, the police, etc.). In the course of history, individual interactions consolidated the specific norms and social relations of this meta-institution which, once emergent, guarantee the interdependent autonomy amongst different types of state organization, as well as its systemic nature. In contrast to public choice theory (Buchanan & Tullock, 1958) , this text assumes that the rationality of civil servants and holders of political office, like that of other human beings, results from a complex of reasons and emotions that is far from being systematically selfish.
The motivations of political agents are multiple and influenced by the national culture, by the culture of the organizations to which they are bound, by the exercise of power, by material interests, and also by altruistic interests, as with most citizens. 14 An institutionalist recognises that the state is not a neutral guardian of the general interest, nor has unlimited capacities to acquire all the knowledge that it needs to formulate policies or enforce them. However, accepting the limitations of civil servants, political leaders and state organizations does not imply accepting the thesis put forward by Mancur Olson (1965) , for whom the state is, by nature, captured by economic interest groups (Mayhew, 2001) . On the contrary, historical evidence shows that development processes were supported by states that also made wrong decisions and had bureaucracies that were far from perfect. As Chang aptly notes : , I the eal o ld, su essful ou t ies a e the o es that ha e a aged to fi d good e ough solutions to their political economy problems and went on to implement policies, rather than sitting around bemoaning the i pe fe t atu e of thei politi al s ste .
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Even if we consider only production and exchange, the view of the market presented here goes far beyond the idea of a process of competition between firms through price. Since
Alf ed Ma shall s analysis of i dust ial dist i ts , e k o that competition has always coexisted with entrepreneurial cooperation. Thus, the institutionalization of a culture of trust, favourable to cooperation, is an integral part of the informal norms that regulate the functioning of prosperous markets. Indeed, cooperation between companies, and between these and the state, is well documented in Lazo i k s research (1991) on industrial development processes in the USA and Japan. By contrast, on the deregulation of markets, intensified after the s, Cha g lai s that, hile the e a e so e ota le se to al success stories, at least when seen from a static efficiency point of view, the often-expected dynamic benefits of deregulation at country-wide level do not seem to have materialised in any great quantity in most countries (1997: 715-6 ).
As it is based on the interaction between markets and the other institutions in society, the political economy of Original Institutionalism is intrinsically sociocultural and historical. It is not reducible to an analysis of individualistic economic calculation centred on transaction costs and static efficiency gains, the a al ti al tools Willia so s Ne I stitutio alis (1975) uses to discuss the nature of firms and markets. Original institutionalism broke with calculative reasoning, the concept of market equilibrium and the sterile simplism of 15 In o e alui g state failu es, mainstream economic theory has rejected the active role of the developmentalist state and, in its place, defended a regulatory state. This option has been argued in terms of static efficiency, concentrating on short-term results that are generally small and non-repeatable. At the same time, it ignores long-term results, particularly in productivity and growth. On this debate, see Chang (1997) .
algebraic formulas. Instead, it opens up a dialogue with the human sciences and with other fields of social science research.
The renewal of Original Institutionalism argued for here views economic development as a historical process of change in the structures of the economy, society and the interdependent relations that sustain them. Instead of seeking analogies with biology -one of Ve le s weak points which persists today in the work of some of his followers (Hodgson, 2004 ) -it is argued that institutionalist political economy should rather deepen the interdisciplinary dialogue and value the historical dimension of its object of study, paying particular attention to the German Historical School, for which Veblen had high regard.
Conclusion
The form of Original Institutionalism that I support views markets as (meso) institutions integrated into the economy as institution, in constant interaction with the other institutions of society, particularly with the meta-institution of the state. This leads to a new way of approaching state economic policy, which may be illustrated with a short note about the role of industrial policy in development processes.
Industrial policy has been described as a selective, arbitrary policy that provides financial support to some large companies or industries that the state defines as possessing high growth potential, sometimes in contradiction to their actual performance. Based on the existence of state failures, some have argued for a policy of indirect support, especially as regards education, R&D and infrastructure expenses. As we have seen, the interactivist perspective of the relationship between the state and markets is more demanding.
The experience of the new industrialized countries shows that industrial policy is based on the strategic cooperation between the state and enterprises, chosen from a relatively ope u i e se ta geti g ithi u i e salis Cha g, : . The success of these countries confirms that a relatively selective industrial policy, when directed towards capability building, is a powerful tool for economic development. Instead of distributing fiscal and financial benefits across industries, the interactive model proposes the creation of inter-institutional conciliation platforms involving public agents and entrepreneurs from specific industries with the goal of carrying out a common strategy. The aim of this process is to identify the obstacles to development raised by the culture of industry, by the training of workers and by the skills of entrepreneurs and state officials. More precisely, what needs to be discussed in the dialogue between the state and industry is the following:
i e a tl h is, o is t, i dust ial poli o e diffi ult tha othe poli ies?; ii if it is o e difficult than other poli ies, a it e ade easie lea i g f o est p a ti es ? iii if it is not capabilities in mainstream economics, what exactly are the bureaucratic capabilities that are needed for good industrial policy?; (iv) how can we build those capabilities most quickly and cheaply? (Chang, 2009: 24-25) The critics of an industrial policy of a developmentalist state will be tempted to raise the following question: how is it possible that politicians and ministry staff, without any business experience, are in a condition to discuss with entrepreneurs a strategy for their industry?
Actually, the interactivist model of economic policy starts from a more realistic understanding of what knowledge is: it is not something that one does (or does not) have, but rather a personal capacity that is developed through social interaction. In the process of designing an industrial strategy, state agents have certainly a great deal to learn, but the same may be said of entrepreneurs. The experience of the newly industrialized countries sho s that the fo e ould look at thi gs f o a atio al a d lo g te poi t of ie , rather than sectional, short-te poi t of ie Cha g, : , which is essential when the aim is to build individual and organizational capabilities and renovate institutions and culture.
This institutionalist perspective on development compels us to critically challenge the EU policies designed to support structural change in the so-alled ohesio ou t ies. In Portugal, after more than a decade of massive financial assistance, the problem of the external deficit remains, and has given rise to an accumulation of private and public debt that has made the country bankrupt. The present Euro-zone crisis makes us realise that the EU s st ateg to p o ote the eal o e ge e of these ou t ies has ee a failu e.
However, it is important to understand that this failure cannot be overcome without a revolution in the present legal framework of the EU. Indeed, the letter and spirit of the Treaties prevent an industrial policy in the terms mentioned above, at least as regards competition and free trade. The truth is that a EU country, particularly if it is in the Eurozone, does not have the autonomy to implement a developmental economic policy.
Ho e e , as Cha g e i ds us, Poli spa e is a atte of ital i po ta e. Lo g-range historical records suggest that it has a e o ous i flue e o a ou t s a ilit to achieve economic development (2005: 19) . If this is t ue, the Po tugal s integration into the EU is at the centre of the crisis in which the Portuguese find themselves today.
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